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The work draws on a wide range of literature which expands
beyond provided texts.

Considering student perspectives and attitudes to studying
statistics is a feature of the work. It would be good to see more
made of this - are there particular problems identified in
literature of how to support the learning of statistics for
students with specific learning difficulties?Focusing on specific rather than generic approaches to
practice would be helpful. For example within the learning
styles debate there is significant discussion about where the
responsibility for employment of any learning styles
knowledge lies (staff or student) and indeed whether learning
styles are a discredited approach. This debate needs to be
recognised but at the same time, specific inclusive practice in
how you prepare materials and the methods of teaching you
use to address inclusivity in legal and expectational terms is
fundamental to this assignment. All assignments should draw
on your own practice, and address all areas, including the
requirement to address technology.
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55 Pass
55 Pass

62 Merit
62 Merit

75 Distinction
75 Distinction

Text Comment.  The work draws on a wide range of  literature which expands beyond
provided texts.

Text Comment.  Considering student perspectives and attitudes to studying statistics
is a f eature of  the work. It would be good to see more made of  this -  are there particular
problems identif ied in literature of  how to support the learning of  statistics f or students with
specif ic learning dif f icult ies?

Text Comment.  Focusing on specif ic rather than generic approaches to practice would
be helpf ul. For example within the learning styles debate there is signif icant discussion about
where the responsibility f or employment of  any learning styles knowledge lies (staf f  or
student) and indeed whether learning styles are a discredited approach. This debate needs
to be recognised but at the same time, specif ic inclusive practice in how you prepare
materials and the methods of  teaching you use to address inclusivity in legal and
expectational terms is f undamental to this assignment. All assignments should draw on your
own practice, and address all areas, including the requirement to address technology.

Deena Ingham
Deena Ingham
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RUBRIC: TCP001_2 ASS2

INSIGHT/ANALY

DISTINCTION

MERIT

PASS

FAIL

CLEAR FAIL

ORIGINALITY

DISTINCTION

MERIT

PASS

FAIL

CLEAR FAIL

RESOURCES/REF

DISTINCTION

MERIT

 

34% Does the work crit ically address a range of  views? Is it self - ref lective and analytical?

Shows crit ical awareness and insightf ul understanding of  the issue to be
addressed, problem to be analysed or task to be executed. Demonstrates
Inf ormed ref lection integrated into practice.

Shows strong grasp of  the issue, problem or task, supported by clear
understanding of  relevant f ields of  academic knowledge. Evidence of  ref lection in
most areas

Adequate awareness of  issue, problem or task. Analysis not entirely thorough or
complete. Some evidence of  ref lection but lacks insight into impact on practice.

Shows inadequate grasp of  issue, problem or task; analysis thin with insuf f icient
knowledge of  crit ical and analytical questions; links to own practice are descriptive
with litt le evidence of  ref lection

Shows misinterpretation of  crit ical ideas and concepts. No evidence of  ref lection in
relation to own practice.

33% Does the work include original illustrations/ examples? Is there a distinctive synthesis of  material
and relevance to own practice?

Marked evidence of  independence of  mind, originality in the application of
knowledge, and imaginative use of  evidence and concepts; evidence of  challenging
and changing practice.

Conf ident and appropriate use of  concepts, methods, and f orms of  analysis.
Reasonable attempt to apply knowledge and theory to own practice.

Shows insecure handling of  analytical/ methodological issues; insuf f icient
originality of  view; narrow in scope and limited.

Lacks originality; shows inability to apply ideas to practice.

No originality is evident. No attempt to demonstrate impact on practice.

33% Is a range of  reading and other resources used appropriately? Are sources f ully and accurately
cited using an appropriate style, e.g. Harvard?

Demonstrates wide range of  reading and resources consulted with imaginative use
of  evidence and concepts. Evidence of  a thorough grasp of  relevant academic
literature and scholarship in the f ield, and of  wide, self -directed reading properly
integrated in the assignment. Work is f ully supported by appropriately cited
ref erences applied in a consistently accurate f ormat.

Evidence of  some usef ul self -directed reading with awareness and use of  relevant
academic literature, both generic and subject-specif ic. Ref erence made to other



PASS

FAIL

CLEAR FAIL

resources. Use of  ref erences and citations relatively consistently applied.

Conf ined to standard generic literature and lacks crit ical engagement. Some use of
other resources. Some inconsistencies in citations and ref erences which detracts
f rom the reading.

Limited or inappropriate use of  relevant academic literature. Litt le or no use of
other resources. Lacks citations and demonstrates poor ref erencing style.

No originality is evident. No attempt to demonstrate impact on practice.
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